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Abstract 

This study focuses on investigating if specific aspects in texture design, used in the 3D-

Models implemented in 3D-digital games, can influence a player's action. The method used is 

a minor section of a game called a level being constructed for player testing. The level has 6 

rooms each with 2 out of 6 different designs of doors. The player will choose one, and with an 

interview tell us why he or she picked that door. 

I found that the players choose logic, rather than discomfort, when choosing a door as the 

choice often was about where the door lead. As the test shows interesting results, it validated 

my hypthesis in terms of whether a design can affect the player’s choices. 
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Abstrakt 

Den här studien fokuserar på att undersöka specifika sidor I textur design som kan påverka en 

spelares val. Metoden som användes är ett mindre område i spel kallad Level som designades 

för spelare att testa. Level består av 6 rum med 2 av 6 olika designs på dörrar i varje rum, 

spelaren väljer en dörr och med en intervju förklarar varför han eller hon valde just den 

dörren.  

Jag fann att spelare hellre gjorde logiska val än ett val ledd av obehag när de valde dörr då 

valet ofta var om vart dörren leder till. Testet visar intressanta resultat men bekräftar också 

min hypotes när det gäller om en dörr design kan påverka en spelares val . 
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1 Introduction 

 

Can designers of digital games affect a player’s choice based on the design of a door? 

Looking back at my childhood I remember I always wanted to have every door I could see 

open during the night. If I could not see behind the door, I could not be sure there was not 

some unimaginable horror behind it and so I could not sleep. 

In movies, the use of doors have often a symbolic meaning such as a change of environment 

or personality, a doorway to parts of the mind or a religious meaning such as a door to heaven 

or hell.  One of the more known doors used in movies is the door of Dorothy’s house in The 

Wizard from Oz, the door is a passage from her reality to the imaginate world of Oz  (Kevin 

Holmes, 2010).  Doors in horror movies have, many times, been used to conceal something 

mysterious or frightening, but the look of the setting, the door in particular, can lend itself to 

the sense of horror and mystery. If a movie is about a haunted house you will often find an old 

house with creaking wooden doors often with a tendency to open and close by itself (Becca 

Caddy, 2010).  This whole concept of fear inflicting doors has been applied to games, past 

and present. One game that has been using doors in a frightening way was Resident Evil for 

PlayStation. Resident Evil had a loading time with a dark screen and a single door that would 

slowly open, it was the transaction from one part of the game to another. I was always 

horrified of those loading screens because I knew that when they end I would be placed in a 

new room with something terrifying or maybe nothing, which would be equally horrifying 

because I knew that something could always suddenly appear. As in my childhood the 

anticipation of what may, or may not, be on the other side filled me with fear. 

I want to write this essay on how a specially designed door can influence the player 

emotionally. Can the player be made afraid of opening the door just by the design? What 

design elements will trigger these emotions?  

 

 

1.2 Purpose 

 

The purpose of this study is to understand if different design aspects of doors can have an 

impact on the players perception and feeling towards the door, and if that impact can change 

the way the player would act. This would provide information that would be useful in level 

design as to better guide the player to where the game designer wants, rather than letting the 

player roam free to random locations. 

The question I want to answer is if the design of a door will discourage the player in opening 

it and if so what design choices can trigger this. 

 

  



2 Definition of Terms 

 

● FPS – First Person Shooter 

FPS is when the game is played from the eyes of the player, they can see their hands 

but not the body of the character they are playing. This is often used when the game 

wants the player to feel like it is him/herself that is doing everything and not just 

controlling someone else. 

● Texture Map 

When creating a 3d model a 2d map is used of the 3d model so the 3d model will be 

colored according to the map. There are ways to colour a texture map through 3d as 

well but at this time most of those will still save the texture map in a 2d map. A 2d 

map is saved using a pixel based image with standardize compressed bitmap files such 

as PNG and JPEG. 

● Scripting 

 A way to write code for programs or games.  

● Level design 

An area created as a representation of the game world in which players can interact. A 

level is usually laid out as a continous 2D or 3D space with rooms, enviroments, 

obstacles and challenges for the player to overcome. To make the game interesting a 

good level design is often required.  

● Hue 

Properties of a colour. Changing the hue in a picture will change the colours through a 

parameter often based on RGB (Red, Green & Blue).  



3 Background 

 

In order to make a door that can inflict fear you must first understand what people would see 

as frightening. A wooden door that is well taken care of and freshly painted might not create 

the same effect as a wooden door that seems stressed and old, dilapidated door. The material 

of the door is one factor but we also need to know if adding a different pattern, colour or 

shape in the material can change the outcome of the player’s reaction, as all these are factors 

that may be important in the understanding of what might frighten the players. In many horror 

games, the creators often try design the level of the game to make the player feel insecure and 

weak, creating a cramped environment and overly large doors are all elements that can affect 

how the players feel. 

 

3.1 Shapes: 

 

Tim Burton as a movie director often use unusual design shapes in his movie scenes, different 

shapes and colors of a door can portray a lot about the scene and even the owner of the door 

as what kind of person they may be. For example a very large door might portray whoever 

owns it as very powerful, and the one who encounters it as very tiny.  

 

3.2 Colors: 

 

For many years the theory is that colors can inflict a certain emotion and this has been used in 

many areas of design ranging from the ads you see everyday to the structures all around us. 

(Wolfgang von Goethe 1810:306) Hospitals have been using green fabric because the colour 

would make the blood look more surreal, this has also been used in games as the game 

company Riot(2013) tested different colors of their tip text that is displayed in the start of 

every match. The result was that games with a red text would have more agitated players than 

other colours. (Using science to reform toxic player, 2013) 

Each color can be put with a set of emotions while it is not certain these emotions will trigger 

it is often the case. For example: Red can symbolize blood, passion, danger and can be 

associated with fire. White can symbolize purity, light and enlightenment. (Literary 

Symbolism, n.d) 

 

3.3 Textures 

 

As the doors in the games we create are not real, textures are important to use when trying to  

effectively portray a wooden door versus a metal one, a freshly painted door versus an old 

door. When creating a texture for an object you often come up with a history of the object and 

design the texture accordingly. If the owner of the door would own a cat the door might have 

scratch marks at the bottom. Not all games bring such effort in the textures at all places but at 

some key places in the game the texture can have a great history and tell a lot of the place.  



4 Previous studies 

 

Fumiaki Tomita and Saburo Tsuji have written a book about their research of how human 

perceive textures. When looking at two textures, depending on the structural design it could 

be perceived as the same texture while actually different such as when looking at two 

different stone walls in black/white most people could perceive it as the same stone wall 

because the pattern is structured the same way. While looking at a wood wall beside a stone 

wall the difference in the pattern is much larger and therefore we perceive it as two different 

textures. According to Tomita and Tsuji (1990) humans can perceive a texture differently 

depending on the person's interest of the object.  

Suppose a human being sees a newspaper. If he has no interest in reading it, he may 

regard it as a sheet of paper having almost uniform texture. When his interest is deep, 

on the other hand, he can recognize each character (Tomita & Tsuji 1990:6). 

The colour of a texture can hold great importance in how a person see an object. A colour can 

portray different emotions such as calmness, happiness or fear. According to Wolfgang von 

Goethe the colour red for an instance often portray an impression of gravity and dignity as 

well as grace and attractiveness (Wolfgang von Goethe, 1971:313-315) which is very 

interesting as in a more modern research the colour red symbolize Danger, Fire, Heat and 

Passion. The impression of the colour red seem to have changed through the years but it has 

always have been a colour of passion or attractiveness which I find to be similar. The reason 

why the symbolism of the colour red may differ through the years may not be a cultural cause 

but the hue of the colour. In goethe's book he describes the colour red as purpur which is more 

of a red-violet colour while the more modern research just described the colour red as a 

general colour. This difference in hue may be the reason why the symbol as well have 

changed slightly.  

  



5 The Method 

 

To ensure that the study would give results methods and tools were needed to create a test for 

players that would give answers to the questions. First creating a 3D environment and 3D 

designed doors  with the use of 3D Softwares often used in Computer graphic and game 

design. The level would have to be simple enough to be usable in a short test with an 

interview following up on the test. 

 

5.1 The Level 

 

The test is a small level with 6 rooms. Each room has 2 doors out of 6 different door designs 

where the player may choose one to get to the next room. To create the doors I have used the 

3D tool 3D Studio Max because it is the 3d modeling program I am most familiar with. The 

doors will have three texture maps that will give them color, surface and reflection in order to 

look as realistic as possible. The texture maps are named: Diffuse, Normal and Specular. 

I first used 3DS Max to create a box and shape it like a rectangular door, I did not model any 

details because I wanted multiple doors to use the same model without any complications of 

textures bending around shapes modeled on the door that might not exist in each door design.  

I created several textures in Photoshop and attached them to the model through 3DS max to 

see if it looks good before I import them to the Unreal engine. 

 

5.1.1 Texture Maps 

 

Diffuse Map Gives the 3d object colors and is the base texture of most 3d models. 

Normal map Enhances the diffuse and gives the object an impression of a 3d surface such as 

wrinkles or scratches.  

Specular map A black and white map that enables chosen areas of the object to reflect light. 

The bright areas of the map reflect more light and the dark reflect less. 

 

  



5.1.2 The design 

 

The design of the doors used in this study are based on places that could potentially be 

dangerous or be frightening in some way such as old mansions, cottages, basements and 

industrial areas. 

Door number one had the texture design of wood with stains on the top, very subtle but if you 

look close you can see it, I was hoping that even if players would not see it, it would at least 

give a bad feeling. 

Door number two was designed as simple as I could, it has no clear history other than being a 

bit old and rotten, and unlike door 1 this has barely any of the original paint left. 

Door number three was designed after a mansion door, with a clear red color. It was colored 

so that players might associate it with blood.   

Door number four has the same design as door number three but with a much brighter color, 

much like door number two it looks like the original paint of the door has faded. 

Door number five has a very obvious warning sign that indicates danger; the door is also very 

old and has rust all over it. 

Door number six was designed as a cellar door; the rust makes it look like something has been 

dripping down from above it. 

 

5.1.3 Level Design 

 

Unreal Engine 4 was used because it is a very easy program to use when creating a realistic 

level and it already has a functioning FPS mechanic which enabled the player to test the level 

through the program without any additional scripting. It enables me to quickly create a level 

with several rooms and let the players test it without difficulty.  

I decided not to include any animations of the door opening in the test level, so whenever the 

player has chosen the door he or she will just walk through it, will remove any chance of 

getting a glimpse on the doors of the next room before actually entering the room. 

Using Unreal I made a blank level with an fps player without a model so the player will not be 

able to see any hands or feet when looking around. With the 3D world where the level is 

located I used boxes and rectangles to create the rooms. By taking away the automatic sun and 

sky that comes with the world I could create a complete pitch black level. To have the most 

focus on the doors, not letting the room itself influence the choices made by the players, I 

have takan away all light in the room and the whole floor is completely black except for a 

small focused light in front of each door so it will become clearly visible. In order to make the 

walls completely black I made them translucent which means that no light can reflect on them 

making them completely unaffected by the light and thus stay black. 

 



 

           Figure 1: Map of the Level 

The map is designed with the arrow that indicates where the player start and the X is where 

the map ends. In each room there are a set of four doors (two in front and two behind the 

player) except for the first and last room where there is only two leaving it to a set of 12 doors 

in total. 

 

  

 

      Figure 2: Door 1           Figure 3: Door 2    Figure 4: Door 3 

 

       Figure 5: Door 4            Figure 6: Door 5    Figure 7: Door 6 

 



5.2 The Players 

 

The test was constructed to interview 10 people of varied game experience. Each player had a 

short introduction to what the test is about before they are put in the level. I keep the 

information about the origin of the test to a minimum so that nothing I say would change the 

way they think. Each player will be of varied ages with a minimum age limit of 10. Using 

players at the age of 10 or higher, each goes through a computer test with an interview 

following the test. 

 

5.3 The Test 

 

The players walked through 6 rooms each with 2 out of 6 different doors in each room.  The 

reason I chose this design of the test was because it is easy to make a choice between 2 doors, 

the doors appear more than once in order to get more precise results. In order to not intervene 

too much during the test I just sat silent beside them and take notes on which door they 

choose. After the test is over I restart it but this time I told the player which door they chose at 

each room and ask them what their thoughts were at that time. I noticed this helped the 

players to remember the choice and why they made it. I previously was going to use another 

method of a short hold up after each room, to ask the questions then, and capture the thoughts 

as early as possible, while that method could give the most precise opinion but doing so I 

would have to reveal what the questions of the test is and the player might become more 

observant of anything related to the questions and that could change the way they would think 

when choosing a door. 

 

5.4 The Interview 

 

After the test each player answered questions about why they chose the particular door they 

chose and what their thoughts was at the moment they approached it. Each interview would 

give me an understanding on what doors was most unsettling and what it was with them that 

made them not chose it. For each question the player once again looked at the doors of that 

particular room and explain their thoughts of the doors and why they choose the door. 

Because the same question would be asked for each door I varied my way of asking by using 

different words and/or approach, for example: “Why did you pick that particular door?” and 

“What was it that made you not pick the other door?”.  

 

  



6 Hypothesis 

 

My hypothesis in the test is that designers can influence the player based on different door 

texture designs and that when a player is confronted with the choice of two doors they will 

chose the least discomforting choice. Based on the different door designs in questions of the 

study, a set of 4 doors, I believe that out of the different designs the door that will be most 

avoided will be Door 3 and 6. The reason behind it is that red would often  be related with 

blood and because it is an old wooden door it could give the impression of a horror house. 

Door 6 was designed with the idea that something had been leaking from the top of the door 

and the dark color would be discomforting. Door 4 on the other hand was made with a 

summer cottage in mind so it would be chosen most often. I believe that door 1 with its subtle 

stains would have been avoided for the most part when compared to door 4. Door 2 on the 

other hand would not be picked a lot other than occasions when the player compares it with 

Door 1.  

Door 5 has a high probability to be avoided because of its very obvious danger but when 

facing door 3 or 6 I still believe it would be picked because the player would know what to 

face rather than the rotten or stained doors that would be compared with it. 

 
  



 

7 Analysis 
 

7.1 Results 

 
                                              Chart of selection and avoidance of doors 

The test results showed that Door 1 was avoided 12 times and avoided 8 with the most times 

avoided second to Door 5.  

Door 2 had a complete 50% avoidance rate where the door would be avoided at some times 

but when facing another door such as Door 5 it would be picked instead. 

Door 3 With the clear red paint was simmilar to Door 2 that the times avoided and chosen was 

very equal with 11 times chosen and 9 times avoided. 

Door 4 had the highest pick rate with 13 times chosen and 7 times avoided. With the same 

design as Door 3 but with the lack of the red colour the door was chosen more times and 

avoided less. 

Door 5 was the most avoided out of all the doors in the test tightly followed by Door 1. The 

design of the door with it’s obvious warning sign made the players avoid it when placed 

beside an alternative door.  

Door 6 with the result of 8 times avoided and 12 times chosen was chosen second most out o 

all the doors. The metal cellar door design did not repell the players as well as Door 5 that had 

warnings signs. 
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7.1 Discussion 

 

If we look at the results it is clear that the warning signs on Door 5 had a impact on the 

player’s choice unlike Door 2 that with it’s very simple design had no impact on the choice, 

the players seemed to chose depending on the alternative door rather than a decision based on 

Door 2 itself. Many players saw Door 2 as boring with nothing of interest behind it which 

made it less interesting but at the same time a safe pick when placed beside another door.  

Door 1 was the second most avoided door, after listening to the reason behind most player’s 

choice, regarding Door 1, it was more based on where the door would lead to, many thought it 

would be leading outside and thus they often picked the other door. The choice often was 

related to the destination of the player but other times the choice was based on the house that 

the door belongs to, if the house was sturdy or unstable it would affect the choice. In the cases 

where two wooden doors was placed beside eachother whether the house was sturdy or 

unstable was the most common factor that affected the decision. A cottage for example might 

not feel as secure as a big mansion as it would more easily break and fall over and a door 

leading outside would not be as appealing as a door leading inside. Some rare cases even 

made the choice depending on which door looked to be most secure and took the other one 

because that would lead them to where things happen and that is often the destinaton they 

need to go in games. 

One interesting comment from an interview was that when facing Door 1 and 5 together the 

player picked door 1.The reason behind it was that if he had picked door 5 it could be a dead 

end and he would be trapped there with something dangerous while Door 1 gave him more 

discomfort at least it could lead to somewhere. It was interesting to hear that the player put so 

much thought in the choice and that he actually picked the door he liked the least because he 

knew the other would not lead him anywhere. 

Another interesting comment was that during the first room the player chose a door he felt 

most familiar with since he had a similar type of wood in his own room, after the first floor he 

chose any door that was most similar to the first he picked. So the basis of his choice was of 

familiarity rather than discomfort. One could argue that his choice of familiarity was that of 

which door he was most comfortable with and thus the other doors was discomforting in 

comparison. 

After several interviews it was only one who felt the resemblance of blood with Door 1 and 3, 

the idea that the color red would be repellant did not work as well as I thought but rather the 

choice often never really was based of horror but rather the logic of where the door might lead 

to or the house it belong to. Whenever door 5 would be in the room several players come to 

the conclusion that the door would lead to nothing more than a power regulation room or 

something similar and that it would be a dead end. I did not plan the actual signs to have such 



huge impact on the choice. It might be the easiest way to make a player avoid a room but it 

would be very little difference from an actual sign that say “wrong way” or “danger ahead”.  

With Door 1 being avoided second most with one of the least times chosen, since the 

interview suggested the reason was not because of a particular discomforting design my belief 

is that the choice was more based on a comparison between the doors in the room rather than 

on the design of the individual door. When placing two doors in the same room, one being A 

regular door and the other a door with danger sign on it, the choice would often be the 

welcoming door when chosing between the two. The choice would not likely be based on how 

the regular door looked like, as most people would pick the door becasue it is not the one with 

warning signs. The test was designed this way because each choice would be equal with two 

choices, what the player picked and what they did not pick. I do not know if the result would 

have been different if I would have the same test with a single door in each rooms and a 

question if they would choose the door or go around it.   

One of the reasons why the discomforting feeling never got through may be because I never 

really told them anything other than what the test was about, they did the test in broad 

daylight and there was very little that could build an atmosphere of a horror game. A 

suggestion for a further study in this subject would be to hold the test in a silent and dark 

room to have as little as possible to intervene with the atmosphere of the test. An idea is to set 

a dark mood, with for example atmospheric music, from the beginning but whether it will 

improve the result of the test or influence the player too much has not been proven in this 

study. 

 
  



 
8 Summary 

 

Could a designer affect a player’s choice based on the design of a door? Through the study it 

became clear that a choice was being made based on the design of two doors but my belief 

that doors with a darker design would be avoided most was proven wrong. 

The study proved that a design with a much more clear aspects had more impact on the 

choices than a door with very subtle and simple design such as Door 2 in used in this study.  

The simple design did not affect the player as much as the more obvious steel door with 

warning signs.  

The design of the door can take part in the player’s choice but with the designs chosen for this 

study the choice was not based out of discomfort.  The biggest trigger in the design that would 

make players avoid the door was according to the test a simple danger sign, the signs had a 

larger impact on the decision than the actual door. Since the door was avoided the most it is 

clear that the use of actual danger signs is very useful in terms of affect a player's choice but 

based on the interview the choice was not directly related to discomfort but the common sense 

of what lies behind the door with a warning sign. Even if the players was not particular afraid 

of what the door would lead to it often made them avoid it based on the fact that the room 

would be a power regulation room.  

When the player is confronted by two similar door designs such as the mansion like Door 3 

and the old and rotten Door 2 the player would go through a door of the sturdier designed 

door 3 rather than the less so Door 2 with perhaps the perception of that the sturdy door would 

have a sturdy house.   

My belief regarding that discomfort would have a big part when chosing a door proved to be 

incorrect, the interview with the players rather suggested that a familiar feeling and logic 

played a more significant role in the choice of which door they would choose. There were 

only a small number of players that chose a door based on comfort, and very few felt any 

discomfort at all during the test.  

 

  



8.1 Improvements of  Research 

If research in this area would continue some improvements could be done in order to get 

better results. 

One of the biggest problems that occured during this study was that the testgroup was not 

very large and a test group of at least 20 would give better results. 

While having two doors in each room was effective at some aspects a test of a single door 

with the choice of avoidance could be a suggestion as it would give results of what factors on 

the individual door that mattered in the choice. Another suggestion would be to place all door 

designs in one and the same room to see what the choice would have been in that situation. 

Leaving out any obvious designs such as signs would improve the result of this study as the 

warning sign had too much of an impact on the choice compared to the mure subtle designs of 

the other doors. 

 

8.2 The end 

During this study questions have been answered but new ones has been found as well. The 

study did not cover every aspect of the area, if the doors placed in a different environment, 

rather than the one I was using for the test, would have a different effect on the choices has 

yet been answered as this test was in a complete black room to leave out any interference.  

The interview was clear with that discomfort had very little to do with the choices being made 

during this test with the designs used. It stills does not leave out the possibility that the design 

of a door can inflict discomfort. 

Even if the players did not feel any real discomfort during the test they still chose different 

doors based on how they looked compared to the alternative, whether it was comfort, logic or 

fear the choice was still based on the appearance of the door and thus when asked if you can 

affect a player’s choice based on the design of a door, the answer would be yes. 
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